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kipware csf, kipwaremax and kipware sketchpad are the new software solutions for all your cutting quoting,
estimating and cnc programming requirements. we have combined all of our most popular individual titles into one

complete powerful package that will cover all your quoting, estimating and cnc programming requirements and save
$2330 over individual title purchases!! kipwarecsf is highly configurable and allows the user to completely customize
and control the program, so it is ideal for all your quoting, estimating and cnc programming requirements. kipwarecsf
also contains a powerful cnc reader that allows you to easily import any g code from your shop cnc. kipwaremax is a
highly configurable, sophisticated and powerful g-code generator that contains a powerful platform for rapid creation

of your own programs or to import and edit programs from other sources. kipwaremax is also the only program to
offer an on-line library of over 25,000 available programs making it the ultimate library to create your own programs.
kipware sketchpad is a stand-alone, powerful programming tool that contains a powerful platform for rapid creation of
your own programs or to import and edit programs from other sources. kipware sketchpad is also the only program to
offer an on-line library of over 25,000 available programs making it the ultimate library to create your own programs.

kipwaret full is the most powerful g-code generation solution available today. kipwaret full allows the user to
completely customize and control the program, so it is ideal for all your quoting, estimating and cnc programming

requirements. kipwaret full also contains a powerful cnc reader that allows you to easily import any g code from your
shop cnc. kipwaret full is also the first g-code generator that was designed to make the user experience the most

intuitive, efficient and powerful experience possible.
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a kipware post processor is a
software program that takes the
output of kipware and converts it
to a specific g code format for a
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given control. creating a kipware
post processor is a time

consuming task and most shops
find it easier to buy the software.
while this is true for many small

shops, large shops are finding that
it is extremely difficult to configure
and develop a post processor for

their machines. even when
configured and developed, the

kipware post processor output is
often not compatible with the

machines capabilities. kipwarexc
works with the g code program

that means that users can convert
the standard kipware output but

also any g code file whether
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created with kipware or not. this is
a huge advantage for shops that

contain multiple, different cnc
controls on their shop floor.

kipwarexc allows those shops to
make kipware compatible with all
their machines no post processor

necessary but to also use
kipwarexc to auto-convert their

other g code program formats to
make all their shop machinery

operate seamlessly. the kipware
sketchpad can be used to create
cycles for non-standard shapes in

conjunction with kipwarem
(milling) or kipwaret (turning) or as

a stand-alone programming
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application to create g code
independent of kipware

conversational. sketchpad also
contain a powerful editor making it

a complete, stand-alone g code
generator. playing and learning
new software can be a daunting

and time consuming task. over the
years we have found that users

rarely put the time and effort into
fully evaluating a title lose interest
or simply try to make the product
do things it wasnt designed to do
and get frustrated. 5ec8ef588b
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